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As Gizmodo says:
“So much in love with shiny new toys it’s unnatural.”

Tuesday May 12 meeting — BMUG members’ open forum...
We feel very positive that you, the members will make this a great meeting.
Bring along all your questions, and be ready to share your knowledge when it
comes to answering. Whether it’s formatting in Word or Pages; attaching images
to an email; or colour-correcting an image, together we know most (if not all) the
answers, and we can all learn together.

Don Patrick

We will also be seeking your opinions on how BMUG may be improved, and

Publishing Assistant:

what you are looking for from the club. What particular issues and topics would
you like to see covered at future meetings, or in the newsletter?

Jo-Anne Britt
Website Assistant:
Prue Paterson

email
Marnie...
Thanks to a Commonwealth Government grant, BMUG now has a shiny new Xerox
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colour laser printer to print our manuals.

Tuesday April 14 meeting — scanning on your Mac...
We got very good feedback about this session, and many members have bought
copies of the BMUG scanning manual to help them start out with this useful
technique.
May I suggest a first project? Write your signature on a sheet of paper, and scan it
in. This morning, my bank declined to carry out a transaction for me on the
strength of emailed instructions without a signature. Initially they asked for a
fax, but it turned out they were happy with a scanned
signature placed in the emailed letter!
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What do you do with your Mac?

Link to
Andrew’s
informative
website...

An inspiring story from new BMUG member, and brilliant underwater
photographer, Andrew Newton
I first became aware of BMUG from the Macman section in the Green Guide a few
weeks ago and couldn't wait to join up.
We started using Macs at home after Virginia, very wisely, swore never to have
another PC in the house. That was about 5 years ago and we have not looked
back since. We also convinced my mother and sister to buy macs, which makes
my IT support duties much easier.
During the week I'm an ophthalmic photographer, a little like a radiographer but
without Xrays, operating a large variety of specialized cameras and scanners to
assist eye doctors with diagnosis, research and teaching. If you have problems
with macular degeneration or diabetic eye problems there's a good chance we
will meet.
One system that may be of interest is a retinal camera fitted with a Nikon DSLR,
shooting tethered to a lovely 24" iMac via Apple's Aperture. Tethered shooting
means the images are transfered to the computer as they are captured so we can
check the quality of the results immediately. By the way, if anyone knows how I
can quickly print 4 different images on a page with file names and capture times
I'd be most grateful!
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Out of work hours I become an underwater photographer, following my passion
for capturing images of our unique local marine life.
It's not well known but we seriously have some of the best scuba diving sites in
the world right on our doorstep. You just have to put up with the cold murky
water to get to them.

Occasionally I also work for a local
marine scientist, assisting with
marine ecology surveys and
research. We are currently working
on ID guides for local hydroids,
which are related to jellyfish and
corals.
I use a Nikon D80 SLR in an
underwater housing with 2
waterproof strobes.
I also dabble in some underwater
video using iMovie for editing.
Lately I have been leaving the video rig in one spot for an hour or so with some
bait out front to see what comes along. No big sharks have shown up yet but I'm
hoping.
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Applications I use regularly are:
•

Nikon's Picture Project for transferring images. I prefer the file naming
options.

•

jView for quick image reviewing.

•

Photoshop CS for image tweaking.

•

iPhoto for final image storage and retrieval. Love those keywords!

•

iPhoto Buddy to manage multiple iPhoto libraries.
See you at a
meeting
soon if I can
finish work
early
enough,
Andrew
Newton
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iMovie HD versus iMovie 09 — the fight to the death...
Keen movie makers know that Apple was forced to continue providing earlier
versions of their excellent film editing software because critics hated the supposed
‘improvements’ in the 2008 version.
When writing the BMUG movie making manual, we couldn’t find anyone in the
club with a good word for the 2008 version, so we stuck with the old iMovie HD
software, but now, the new and ‘improved’ iMovie 09 has been around for some
months so what’s the verdict, and do we need to re-write the manual?
Well I’m no expert, just an earnest struggler like most home movie
makers, but I’m prepared to say anyone who changes over to the new
version is in for a difficult learning experience! It may well produce a
technically crisper finished product — even though it still misses a
fundamental tool for visualising the project, a proper timeline.

iMovie HD
This is what one of my simple slideshow projects looks like in an iMovie HD
timeline:

The white top part of the timeline with image icons is the image track, made up of
slides, separated by the blue and white ‘fade’ transitions between shots.
Below that is a series of separate sound clips with gaps between them — the voiceover commentary recorded sentence by sentence on the computer’s built-in
microphone. As you might imagine, the clips can be dragged forwards and back
so that their timing is right for the slideshow images. This soundtrack has a
continuous level purple line running through indicating the consistent sound
level.
Finally, below that again you can see the continuous purple background music
track. The level line on this sound track is lower, so that the voice-over may be
heard above it, and it fades up and down from time to time. Similarly, that track
may be dragged back and forth or cut to fit with the images
This might sound complex and technical, but the timeline clearly represents the
layers of image and sound that make up the finished product.
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iMovie 2009
A similar project in the new software, on the other hand, has a brilliant looking
interface and much better looking images, and everything looks simpler and
cleaner, but the timeline has gone, or at least been radically tansformed:

Instead of the film running continuously from left to right, the timeline
equivalent has been folded and now runs line-by-line. We can still set the levels
of our sound tracks, but we don’t get the same visual indication. But as my
wife pointed out, we can see more of the film at once.
And we can still clearly see the image track across the top; the background music
track; and the voice-over track. As in the old software, we can drag them for
position, set volume levels, cut and edit them.

So which version is better?
Well I’m going to persevere with the new software and complete my project in it,
so watch this space!
Newcomers to film making will probably wonder what all the
fuss was about, and find the new software quite inspiring.
I started this research convinced that it was better in the old
days, but now I’m not so sure. Conceptually, the continuous
‘left-to-right’ representation seems more logical to me, but we
know the same conservative criticism was made when books
stopped being continuous scrolls of text and were chopped up
into separate pages.
You may have seen the wonderful satirical video, ‘Brother
Ansgar the IT Pro’. Maybe it’s time for a similar video to be
made (in iMovie 09, of course) ridiculing old fogies like me who
can’t cope with simple improvements to their software!

Link to Brother
Ansgar, the first
IT pro...

Steve Craddock
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BMUG Special Interest
Group reports
The New To Mac Group
Ten members of the NTM group met at Portarlington on 21st April. We had
decided to back-up the BMUG meeting on scanning by going through the process
again. A very useful session with input from all sides, with practical scanning
demonstrations using both reflective, paper and transparent, film as objects.
Discussions on resolutions, de-screening, multiple scanning, costs of scanners and
many other topics soon filled up the 2 hours.
While the whole world of scanning can not be explained in two hours, a good
general introduction to the basics that can be applied to any scanner is what was
aimed at and I feel we got somewhere near that.
The aim of this SIG is to explain the software that comes installed by Apple but
there are several topics, scanning being one and printing being the other main
one, that almost everyone needs at some time or other.
The next meeting returns to Apple software with iDVD coming under the
communal microscope. This will be on Tuesday 5th May at 10:00 am here at
Portarlington.
Dick Brown.

Spreading The Word.
On Wednesday 22nd April I was invited to help Di Trewenack do an iTunes
session with the Surf Coast User Group at Airey's Inlet. Again a lively session with
around twelve members attending, several being PC users as iTunes runs on PC
as well as Macs. One question that stumped everyone came from a member who
appears to have a Mac that generates 'Playlist Folders' at random. These questions
are extremely difficult to answer as the computer in question is not in front of us
and we can't actually see what is happening and how the questioner uses their
Mac.
SMUG meets every two months and is a very friendly group of Mac users. They
usually finish the day with a meal at the local pub which is easy to organise with
their smaller numbers and a great way to get to know the other members of the
group.
Dick Brown.
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Photoshop Elements group
We have created a Special Interest Group for members wanting to come to grips
with Photoshop Elements. We meet on a casual basis, and for want of a
convenient central location, we have been visiting the various homes of group
members. We appreciate the assistance of Dick Brown who has become our de
facto consultant.
We would welcome the involvement of other members "up to speed" in using this
application to help us, and we welcome all members who have Elements and
would like to become more proficient in using it. The emphasis in the group is
very much on helping each other.

Here is a before and after shot we worked on:

Email June
Brown...

Members WANTED
We are always looking for new members. How about bringing a friend along?
And now that BMUG has a number of member benefits to offer even if people are
unable to actually attend meetings, we are getting more remote members, who
participate from remote locations. Do you have a Macintosh friend who lives
elsewhere, perhaps even interstate? We already have one member in Canada and
several interstate!
Encourage them to join and take advantage of the membership benefits listed
below. Note: the only member benefit not available to remote members is access to the
club library and attendance at meetings.

Member benefits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

members get FREE website hosting!
members get privileged access to AUSOM FirstClass
‘Getting started’ manuals
access to our our growing club library
participation in our club MacPal program
participation in the BMUG forum

and above all, members will quickly form their own informal network of nearby
Mac friends with whom they can exchange tips and expand their Mac horizons.

Troubleshooting help
Go to the
BMUG
forum...

BMUG exists to share Mac tips and skills. Should you have any troubleshooting
issues, we recommend you follow these steps, which incidentally are just as
available for remote members as for those who come to meetings:
1.

Do a Google search. It’s highly likely someone knows how to fix the problem
and has already posted a solution.

2. Consult the BMUG Downloads page of the club website. There you will find
numerous tutorials that will help you with common problems. You can also
download our Troubleshooting Guide, a very handy publication.
3. Buy the appropriate BMUG manual. Check out the title list on our website
and remember you can purchase them online by using PayPal.
4. Keep a complete file of BMUG newsletters. On many occasions, I go back and

Email
Margaret...

search through newsletters until I find the appropriate ‘Top Tip’.
5. Post a question about your issue on the BMUG forum.
6. Sign up for a free BMUG MacPal by ringing Jürgen on 52554517. This month
only, email Margaret, as Jürgen is on holiday. If you don’t need a MacPal, but
rather specific help, Jürgen or Margaret will pass your query on.
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Members’ marketplace — for sale
GCC Elite 1208 professional greyscale office laser printer.
This elderly but imposing printer prints quickly, but comes with an issue...
It is an A3/A4 printer, but it seems to be
impossible now to get drivers to make it print
from the A3 drawer. Nevertheless , it still prints
fine on A4.
$75 or best offer, call Steve on 5254 2576 before
Friday 8, as I am going on holiday.

and don’t hesitate to email with your want or for sale advert

Email
Steve...
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BMUG was founded to share computer knowledge and skills. We are a voluntary
collective, and together, we know much more than any of us know as
individuals. So how can we help when things are going wrong for you?

Email
Jürgen...

Ring Jürgen, our co-ordinator of MacPals, on 5255 4517
Whether you are a newcomer to Macs, or whether you are an old hand
experiencing problems you can’t deal with, ring Jürgen. He will assist in one of
several ways:
•

by quickly dealing with your issue;

•

by assigning you a free MacPal — a knowledgeable mentor who can visit
your home, help set up your Mac, and assist you from time to time via
phone or email. This program is one of BMUG’s most under-used assets,
and as a result of your reading this newsletter, we are hoping to have 10 or
more new members signed up with a MacPal by the end of the week;

•

or by passing your query on to one of our guru members with special skills
and abilities beyond those of mortal folk. They will soon have you up and
running again.
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Get to know the members of the BMUG Committee...

Marnie Haig-Muir,
President
Steve Craddock,
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James Strachan,
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June Brown
Librarian

David Dixon,

Margaret Evans
Jürgen Gross

Don Patrick

& Margaret Boyles,
Secretary
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